
FIMO bracelet in trend colours

Stylish, but trendy! 
Bracelets are one of the most important fashion accessories. Create your own bangle with the trendy FIMO soft trend

colors and add a wonderful accent to all your favorite items of clothing.

Step-by-step tutorial

https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/


Knead FIMO soft in the color white until it is soft and
then roll it out into a long strip with the acrylic roller. This
should be at least 17 cm long and 2 cm wide. For the
right height, place two ice-cream sticks, approx. 3 mm
high, next to the FIMO.
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Then knead the two trend colors blueberry shake and
pistachio nut until they are soft and also roll them out to
create sheets in the same height as the white FIMO strip
of Step 1. 

Using the cookie cutters, cut out two small and two large
circles from the blueberry shake and pistachio nut FIMO
sheets and four large circles from the white FIMO sheet.
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Carefully remove the cut-out circles from the white FIMO
sheet and insert the large colored circles.
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Then cut out small circles with the small cookie cutter
and carefully remove the cut-out parts again. Alternately
insert the small colored circles into the cut-out circles.
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Place a piece of baking paper on the colorful FIMO plate
and use the acrylic roller to rub it in circular movements
with a little pressure in order to create smooth transitions
between the different elements.
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Shape a ¼ rib of the FIMO soft trend color Stormy gray
into a thin cord (approx. 0.1 cm diameter) and cut it to
any length. Cut small pieces from the remaining string
and form balls. 

Distribute the strings and the balls on the FIMO plate
and press carefully onto the FIMO.
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Place a piece of baking paper on the colorful FIMO plate
and apply a little pressure with the acrylic roller in
circular movements.
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Now you can place the template (17 cm x 2 cm) on the
FIMO plate and cut it to size.
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Place the FIMO strip into the shape of the bracelet and
lightly press the edge into the shape. 
Now place the bracelet on a baking sheet lined with
baking paper and harden the FIMO in the oven at 110 °
C for 30 minutes. Use an oven thermometer to check the
temperature regularly. Then let cool down well. Carefully
remove the FIMO from the bracelet and attach with
superglue.

Your self-created bangle in the trendy FIMO soft
trend colors is ready.
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Material overview



What you need

Product Article no. Quantity

FIMO  soft 8020 Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product white 8020-0 1

FIMO  soft 8020 T Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product pistachio nut 8020-T50 1

FIMO  soft 8020 T Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product blueberry
shake

8020-T60 1

FIMO  soft 8020 T Oven-bake modelling clay - Single product stormy grey 8020-T80 1

FIMO  8700 05 Acrylic roller - Blistercard containing an Acrylic roller 8700 05 1

FIMO  8700 04 Blades - Blistercard with mixed blade set, 3 pieces (1 rigid,
1 flexible and 1 serrated blade), 2 rubber grips

8700 04 1

FIMO  8711 Modelling tools - Wallet containing 4 different modelling tools 8711 1

Additionally required:

superglue, wooden sticks (glue 2 spacers together, height approx. 0.3 cm), baking paper,
cookie cutters (circular shape approx. 3.5 cm and 1.8 cm in diameter), bracelet
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https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/products/fimo-modelling-clay-accessories/fimo-soft/fimo-soft-8020-oven-bake-modelling-clay-m8020/
https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/products/fimo-modelling-clay-accessories/fimo-soft/fimo-soft-8020-t-oven-bake-modelling-clay-m8020-t/
https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/products/fimo-modelling-clay-accessories/fimo-soft/fimo-soft-8020-t-oven-bake-modelling-clay-m8020-t/
https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/products/fimo-modelling-clay-accessories/fimo-soft/fimo-soft-8020-t-oven-bake-modelling-clay-m8020-t/
https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/products/fimo-modelling-clay-accessories/fimo-professional/fimo-8700-05-acrylic-roller-8700-05/
https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/products/fimo-modelling-clay-accessories/fimo-professional/fimo-8700-04-blades-8700-04/
https://www.staedtler.com/nz/en/products/fimo-modelling-clay-accessories/fimo-accessoires/modelling-tools/fimo-8711-modelling-tools-8711/

